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Santa has already harnessed Rudolph and his 
reindeer friends and is about to call Amazon (who 

offer retail sales on line) to arrange a swift delivery of 
the new toys he has ordered.
The turkey and goose are feeling worried and can no longer fly their 
perches knowing they will soon share their catastrophic end unless they 
can use all their ingenuity to duck out of the way.
Our compiler has been beavering away and was particularly anxious 
to fox you all with our latest Bugle quiz which, believe it or not, is the 
seventeenth annual offering we have staged. We hope that it is hotter than 
ever and that you will all have a go at it.
It was a tough battle last year but the winner’s crown was eventually 
shared by a lady from Swansea and her mother who managed to shake off 
the rest of the competition with their fantastic effort. Last plaice, and our 
famous booby prize, was taken by another lady. Her only problem was that 
she failed to add a stamp to her entry, it did not catch the post and came 
late. 
In addition to the points in the text there will be one point available for 
each true or false, one point for each of the ten deliberate spelling mistakes 
and one for identifying each of our guest contributors who all hail from 
Asia this year and whose names apear in brackets after each of their 
contributions.
Bearing in mind that the Church funds are still severely depleted following 
the theft of lead last year we will donate £1 per entry (plus any bribes 
received) to the roof fund.
Please send your entries to Ralph Horton at 18 Highcroft to arrive by the 
15th January. You may safely assume that he will enjoy a seasonal dram 
whilst marking your efforts.
This introduction contains the names of several types of creature (animal, 
bird, fish or insect) and there is one point available for locating each one 
(including those duplicated) to a maximum of 45.They may span more 
than one word.
Please bear with us regarding some of the grammar as it is difficult to 
incorporate some of the creatures - we still haven’t found a way to hide 
“Hippopotamous” within a word.

RING MY BELL

The Bugle boys decided to visit The Bell to celebrate 
Christmas and found some pieces of meat hanging 

from the ceiling to mature. 
“I’ll bet you £1000 you can’t reach them” said Paul.
“We can’t do that” said the boys, “the steaks are too 
high”!
(Nat Hub)

WANT ADS
Magnifying glass for sale
Please telephone 01858990699 for more details
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MY WHITE BICYCLE
Mike decided to go on a bike ride one afternoon
and, cycling through a number of villages, he 
met many friends.
To find out who he met you have to take 
one letter from consecutive lines (either in a 
downward or upward direction) not neccessarily 
starting on the top or bottom line. eg: Dan/Nigel.

There is 1 point for each person Mike met to a 
maximum of 30
(Ben Rui)

HUSBANDS BOSWORTH
THEDDINGWORTH
MARSTON TRUSSELL
LAUGHTON
PEATLING PARVA
GILMORTON
MISTERTON
NORTH KILWORTH

TRUE OR FALSE?
The only member of the group ZZ Top not to 
have a beard is their drummer Frank Beard
(Dani Lath)

STORMY WEATHER
The winter weather has hit us once again.
All you have to do is find words that contain the 
following weather conditions.
(Ice/ Rain/ Wind/ Fog/ Snow)
1 point for each word to a maximum of 50
(Stan Kitaji)

MY KIND OF TOWN
Can you name the following towns and cities? 
We have placed the initial letter of the town in    
brackets after each clue.
 1) Trying to find ex England manager
     Mr Revie (H) 
 2) Inter the Holy Man (B)
 3) The brick barrier ends here (W)
 4) You may do this when getting engaged 
     to be married. (P)
 5) A good chef needs to do this (B)
 6) Plumbers are often called out to cure this (L)
 7) An ancient gammon joint (O)
 8) England’s most famous admiral (N)
 9) Carpenter’s supply of raw materials (W)
10) Advise the USA’s 38th president (T)
11) Male sheep could enter the field here (R) 
12) Daniel removed this from the lion’s paw (T)
13) Female cattle (C)
14) Don’t venture on this moor “Ba Tat” (I)
15) It sounds like the wound is getting better (E)
16) First name of Peter Cook’s partner (D) 
17) A noisy dog cannot stop doing this (B)
18) Modern place to get your shopping done (N)
19) Famous for its 1066 battle (H)
20) A “Goon” character who liked his cakes (E)
21) Educationaly, one of the three “Rs” (R)
22) Noah had this just before the flood (N)
23) You may find Jamie Oliver by this pasture (S)
24) Famous horse race contested at Epsom (D)
25) Cartoon cat has this at the end of his foot (F)
26) They man the ship (C)
27) Three singing sisters from Yorkshire (B)
28) The value of a dog’s home (K)
29) It sounds as though the food is untouched (N)
30) Overcook the gammon joint at the coast (B)
1 point for each correct answer
(Ray Namm)
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THE PURPLE PEOPLE EATER
Two cannibals visited The Catering  Corner and 
asked for a clown sandwich.
One turned round to the other and said “Does this 
taste funny to you?”
(Tim Vane)

SUMMER HOLIDAY
All the members of the Bugle team went away 
separately for their summer holidays this year.
The durations and destinations are listed below:
1 week in France
1 week in Scotland
2 weeks in Wales
3 weeks in Jamaica
1 week in Spain
2 weeks in Brazil
2 weeks in Cyprus
4 weeks in Australia
2 weeks in Switzerland
Can you use the following information to 
identify the destinations visited by each team 
member?
1) Two of the ladies did not like flying and took 
their holidays in the UK.
2) One husband and wife took island holidays 
and another husband and wife travelled to 
mainland Europe.
3) Two of the ladies travelled to destinations 
beginning with the initial letter of their name.
4) All of the wives had holidays longer than 
those of their husbands.
5) Sylvia did not take a seaside holiday and her 
holiday was two weeks shorter than Heather’s.
6) Penny’s holiday was shorter than Frances’s 
and Lorrie travelled further than both of them.
1 point for each correct answer
(Denis Anoi)

WHEN I’M CLEANING WINDOWS
A very experienced window cleaner was using a 
long ladder to clean the windows of a five storey 
block of flats. He was nearing the end of his job 
when he missed his footing and fell over.
Miraculously, he did not suffer any major 
injuries. Can you explain why?
3 points for the correct explanation
(Sam Videl)

TRUE OR FALSE?
The first couple to be shown in bed together 
on prime time television were Fred and Wilma 
Flintstone.
(Philip Spine)

I STILL CAN’T FIND WHAT I’M 
LOOKING FOR...
Ralph had a pair of camoflage trousers bought for 
him as a present last Christmas.
They are so good that he can’t find them.
(Les Rai)
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LUCKY NUMBER
All you have to do is fill in the blank squares 
with any number between 0 and 9 so that the sum 
of the horizontal lines totals the numbers in the 
right hand column and the sum of the columns 
totals the numbers in the bottom row.

1 point for each correctly completed  square 
together with 3 bonus points for providing the 
total of all the numbers added together.
(Stan Kiap)

ALL YOU CAN EAT
How many famous people whose names contain 
an item of food are you able to name?
eg/ Anneka Rice/ Alan Sugar.
1 point for each person to a maximum of 20.
(Reg Opinas)

TRUE OR FALSE?
The number 2,520 can be divided by every 
number between one and ten without having any 
fraction left over.
(Alan Risk)

DON’T FORGET TO REMEMBER
Stanna have invented a double speed stairlift so 
that you don’t forget what you have gone upstairs 
for.
(Ken Hortora)

SHAPES OF THINGS
Last year we gave you an artistic challenge and 
our panel of judges were so impressed by the 
results that we have decided to give it another go.
Use the following shapes, re-sized if you wish, to 
make any picture of your choice using 6 squares, 
10 rectangles, 4 triangles and 4 circles. 
Don’t worry if you use the same design as last 
year - our compiler will not remember!

1 point is available for each shape used up to a 
maximum of 24
(Mike Stannurt)

     1 5 16

   5    3   8

   5    2   4 12

   7    3   21

   1   5    5 23

  24  10  17  11 18
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MISSING YOU
This wordsquare contains the first 
names of every team member 
(except one) together with their 
surnames and first line of their 
address with the words Road/ Lane 
etc missing. Where a husband and 
wife are on the team their surnames 
and addresses have not been 
duplicated.
The names can be found in 
horizontal,      vertical or diagonal 
lines and may appear either forwards 
or backwards..
There is 1 point available for each 
name correctly identified (to a 
maximum of 18) with a further 3 
points available for finding where 
the missing team member has 
gone by using the unused letters.
(Dan H Gables)

WHITE CHRISTMAS
It’s time for all you budding artists to get your paints and crayons out again.
All you need to do is color in the cartoon and provide an alternative caption.
Please feel free to enlist the help of your children if you wish.

                        “I hope that you get all the quiz entries marked before I melt”

There are 5 points available for the colouring and 5 points for suggesting an alternative caption.
(Jon Dor)

    T   T U       B        M        H       E      S   H S        A

    F         H       A        Y        S          A        E         W       M       A        I

    O        L        O        K        N         C        T         I         O        E        V

    R        D        F         R        N         N        T         T        C        T        L

    C        H        E        A        T         H         E         R        O        E        Y

   H         O        R       N        T         O        E         P         N        C        S 

   G         F         N       H        Y         I         N         J          N         I        K

    I          E         I         B       R         V         E         L         O         R       L

   H         F         E        R        O        R          L         A        R        P        P

   D         R        O        F        L         E          W       E         K        I        M

    I         L         F         O        R       M         A        N        M        N      T



HAVE YOURSELF A MERRY 
CHRISTMAS
The various items pictured in this issue were all 
bought to help us celebrate Christmas.
The item costs were as follows:
Tree: £20
Turkey: £20
Baloons: 10p each
Crackers: 50p each
Wine: £5 per bottle
Presents: £15 each
Beer: £1 per can
Mince Pies: 50p each
Christmas Pudding and Cake: £10 each.
(The man with the Santa hat on page 3 has a 
bottle of wine in his hand and cans of beer on 
his desk and the tree on the Christmas cake does 
not count).
Are you able to calculate the total cost of our 
Christmas celebrations?
10 points for the correct answer
(Theo Sukora)

BOOGIE WOOGIE BOY...
Using words of four or five letters can you make 
a series of words starting with”BUGLE”with the 
sequence forming anagrams of the previous word 
with one letter changed or one letter added or 
taken away?
Eg/ Bugle/Bulge/Glued/Duel.
1 point  for each word toa maximum of 30
(Adam Cobi)

TRUE OR FALSE?
If the whole cost of Christmas, above, was 
borrowed from a well known pay day loan 
company,  at current interest rates, over 12 
months the total repayment would be over 
£2000
(Liam Goon)

DOCTOR, DOCTOR...
Melvyn was walking back to Firs Farm earlier 
this month when he was attacked by a huge six 
foot beatle which jumped out from behind a 
hedge and blocked his path.
He ended up with two black eyes and a number 
of bruises and went to see the doctor for 
treatment
“You’re the tenth person I’ve seen with these sort 
of injuries this week - there is a very nasty bug 
going round at the moment”
(Ben Lona)

LIFE’S A SONG
Every heading in this issue (except the true or 
false questions) is the name of a song. Can you 
name any group or artist who has performed the 
song?
1 point for each title correctly identified
(Jan Ap)
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IT’S ONLY ROCK AND ROLL
Somebody has stolen the vowels and spaces from 
the following Rolling Stones albums. Can you 
name the three albums and then identify each 
group represented by the consonants?
The clues are not presented in the order they 
appear below.
                 ST-CKYF-NG-RS
                 G--TSH--DS--P
                 -FT-RM-TH
 1) The RSPCA may help find them a home.
 2) Fresh instructions given by your boss.
 3) They have a nasty sting in their tail.
 4) This is definitely not a safe place to walk.
 5) Mr Munster’s band of loners.
 6) Useful garment for a Lancastrian in the rain.
 7) Barrier to be found off the Australian coast.
 8) Having a good time at the start of the week.
 9) They are found on little heads.
10) Financial penalty for flesh eating minors.
11) There is plenty of this on the M1.
12) 1 raven, 1 rook, 1 jackdaw.
13) You may get this from your mum at bed time.
14) Weapons and flowers.
15) Feathered friends on the patio.
16) Corgi, Alsatian, Boxer, Sir Gallahad.
17) What’s left when the juice is extracted.
18) Siblings who can do no wrong.
19) A decade later.
20) Gerald and his friends help to keep your heart beating.
21) The Bard’s sibling.
22) Daybreak.
23) Telecoms Company recently caught out by 
      computer hackers.
1 point for each correct answer
(Ian Wat)

WALKING THE STREET
We all like dates at Christmas. A walk around the village should reveal various dates with the clues being 
placed in ascending order.
1) The year which appears on the plaque dedicated to W Smith next to the Church Door
2) The year the Village Hall was built
3) The year which appears on the Sunday School Children’s Stone outside Adnitt House on Berridges Lane.
4) The year that Headfirst was established.
5) The year that the Village Green notice board was erected.
6) The year which appears diagonaly above the water pump on Honeypot Lane.
7) The year that the play area was refurbished.
There is 1 point available for each correct answer
(Kit Wua) 

MERRY CHRISTMAS EVERYONE
Members of the village craft club made this 
Christmas Tree by sewing oddments of fabric 
together from three rolls of material.
Can you fill  in the patches , using only three 
colours,  so that no adjoining colours are the 
same (except for the corners)?

5 points are available for correctly colouring 
the image
(Brian Ha)
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Monday 4th   Christmas Festival clear decorated trees, 9.00am - 11.00am
Wednesday 6th   Historical Society talk: ‘And Bosworth...’7.30pm Church Hall 
Wednesday 13th   Methodist Coffee Morning, 10.00am - 12.00pm, 25 High Street
Friday 8th   Causeway Coffee Morning, 10.00am - 11.30am, Church Hall
Friday 15th   Mobile library
Wednesday 20th   Methodist Church Coffee Morning, 10.00am - 12.00pm, 25 High Street
Saturday 23rd   Millennium Wood work-party, 9.30am - 12.30pm
Saturday 23rd   Village Hall Concert of Celtic Music, 7.30pm Village Hall
Wednesday 27th   Village Lunch, 12.30pm Kilworth Springs Golf Club

DIARY DATES for JANUARY

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Tuesday 2nd   Parish Council meeting
Wednesday 3rd   Historical Society meeting 
Thursday 25th   Village Lunch

POPPY DAY APPEAL

Our receipts from this year’s Poppy Day collections are now 
almost complete. We will have come near to matching last 

year’s figures - that year’s appeal having enjoyed an additional boost 
through being the anniversary of World War I and through being 
supported by a large amount of publicity, including, of course, the 
‘Sea of Poppies’ display at the Tower of London. We therefore had 
a hard act to follow. The result we have achieved is accordingly 
highly commendable and is a result of a great deal of hard work 
and commitment by very many people. On behalf of our branch of 
the British Legion, I would like to express our most sincere thanks 
for the support of so many that have made this all possible. I would 
also particularly like to thank the many young people who again 
supported us for the parade and church service on Remembrance 
Sunday.     Robert Constable-Maxwell

LOCAL PLANNING NEWS
The following applications have been submitted to Harborough District Council:
15/01847/PCD [Mr Malcolm Hancock] Discharge of condition 9 (fencing) of 08/00334/FUL (retrospective), 8 Cherry Tree Close
Recently determined applications: 
15/01586/FUL [Mr & Mrs Glithero] Erect single storey rear & side extension, 22 Church Lane (Approved)
15/01621/FUL [D P Events Management Ltd] Change of use - domestic garage to B1(a) Offices, Wing House, Berridges Lane (Approved)
Current applications may be inspected during normal working hours at the Council Offices, The Symington Building, Adam & Eve 
Street, Market Harborough. Comments concerning planning applications should be addressed to the Development Control Manager. 
Planning applications and other aspects of local government can now be viewed on-line at www.harboroughonline.co.uk

THE BUGLE TEAM WOULD LIKE TO TAKE 
THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK EVERYONE 

FOR THEIR CONTINUING SUPPORT AND 
WISH ALL A HAPPY CHRISTMAS 

AND VERY PROSPEROUS 2016  

LIDDLE LECTURES

Former county archaeologist, Peter Liddle continues his 
Saturday talks at Lutterworth Museum with a series on recent 

Leicestershire archaeology projects.
January 9th:  The Medbourne Survey
January 16th:   Burrough Hill excavation
January 23rd:   The Hallaton Treasure Hoard
January 30th:   High Cross Centre excavation
February 6th:   Leicester Abbey excavation
February 13th:   Bradgate Park excavation
All times are 10.30 to 12.30, Lutterworth Museum, Gilmorton Road.
Cost is £35 for 6 or £6.50 per lecture
For more information contact Peter at peter.liddle51@gmail.com 
Tel: 0116 2214508 or 07842 120817 or Wendy Warren: wendy.
warren5@sky.com 01455 698076 

SHOP LOCAL
G o o d  n e w s . . . A s 
the Bugle goes to 
press it looks as if 
the village’s long-
awaited Springfields 
Supermarket will be 
at last be arriving... 
after ‘Coming Soon’ 
for so long! 

PSST! HAVE YOU HEARD? SUPER SPEED FOR ALL!

Well, we have waited a long time for this! Bosworth now 
has Superfast Fibre Broadband available in the village for 

ALL residents, now that the new BT boxes on The Green are up 
and running.
It is now possible to upgrade from our very poor speeds and achieve 
anything up to 70 Megabits per second, depending on the package 
chosen and the distance your property is from the cabinet.
Contact your ISP (Internet Service Provider) and a request for upgrade 
information should be all you need. Or take the opportunity to check 
out offers from other providers. 
So, what are you waiting for?

THANK YOU...

Many thanks to all who supported and helped in any way at 
All Saints Christmas Festival. Full report in the next issue.


